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ABSTRACT

The goal of this paper is to leverage household-level data to improve food-related policies aimed at
increasing the consumption of fruits and vegetables (FVs) among low-income households. Currently,
several interventions target areas where residents have limited physical access to grocery stores, many
focusing directly on increasing their access to healthy food. However, despite growing attention
being placed on access at both federal and local levels, there is surprisingly little agreement about
the efficacy of these interventions, due in part to the observational nature of most data, and lack
of understanding of causal mechanisms and effect heterogeneity. The paper leverages the USDA’s
FoodAPS dataset, employing the technique of matching to estimate the effect of food stamp recipient
households’ access to grocery stores and value of nutrition—the extent to which a household values
healthy eating—on FV spending. The analysis finds that access impacts a household’s FV spending
by affecting shopping frequency, but only among households with a low value of nutrition and at
distances of less than 1 mile. Value of nutrition impacts FV spending through both changes in food
choices and shopping frequency, primarily among households with poor access. These findings can
be used to inform more targeted and effective policy interventions.

Keywords Food deserts · Food access · Food policy · Causal inference

1 Introduction

The link between fruit and vegetable (FV) consumption and life-threatening chronic diseases such as cardiovascular
disease and obesity is well established1,2. Inadequate consumption of FVs is estimated to account for over 2 million
deaths per year globally3. In the U.S., low FV intake is a particularly significant issue among underserved populations4.
Thus, there are currently multiple strategies being proposed and implemented with the goal of increasing consumption
of healthy food in underserved communities.

Financial support strategies (such as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, or SNAP, formerly the food
stamp program) and nutrition education programs are widespread and largely found to be successful at increasing
FV consumption, although with limited and varied impact4–7. Access-related strategies, which increase households’
physical access to healthy food, have also gained attention in the last decade. Many of these strategies target low income
food deserts—areas where the majority of the population does not have access to large grocery stores. The federal
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government currently allocates hundreds of millions of dollars each year to interventions aimed at increasing households’
physical access to healthy food (henceforth referred to a access-related interventions), for example subsidizing new
grocery stores in food deserts8,9. The Healthy Food Financing Initiative (HFFI), which became a federal program in
2014, provides resources to retailers offering fresh, healthy food in underserved areas. However, due to limited funding,
only about 20% of requested HFFI funds are awarded each year10. At the local level, strategies for increasing access to
healthy food have also been appearing. For example, New York City, Philadelphia, and Baltimore have ongoing projects
including building new grocery stores in underserved communities and increasing healthy options at corner stores11,12.

Unfortunately, there is surprisingly little agreement regarding the impact of access-related interventions on FV consump-
tion and diet. Many studies that evaluate the impact of new grocery stores on food desert residents’ diets have reached
mixed conclusions, often finding no average impact on FV consumption13–19. Larger scale observational studies have
also reached mixed conclusions on the impact of access on diet1,2,20–22.

One of the key gaps in this debate is a lack of understanding of heterogeneous effects and mechanisms. Because of
the observational nature of most datasets and thus the potential for edogeneity, causality is an extremely difficult topic
which only a small handful of studies have meaningfully addressed22,23. Moreover, estimation of how food shopping
decisions vary based on key household characteristics is limited (two studies consider variation based on socioecomonic
covariates1,24), which can result in overlooking important information.

The goal of this paper is to inform the implementation of more effective and targeted food policy interventions, as well
as inform evaluation of existing interventions. This is accomplished by providing a detailed analysis of the impact of
access and value of nutrition—defined as how much the household values eating healthy—on FV spending (a commonly
used close proxy for FV consumption), including 1) highlighting the important interplay between value of nutrition and
physical access to grocery stores, 2) estimating the continuous impact of access on FV spending, and 3) exploring how
these interventions impact diet through the mechanisms of shopping frequency and food choices.

The analysis in the paper relies on methods from statistics and operations research to elucidate the impact of access on
household FV spending by considering its relationship to a household’s value of nutrition. The empirical analysis in the
paper employs the technique of matching for observational studies25 on the nationally representative Food Acquisition
and Purchase Survey (FoodAPS) dataset, focusing on SNAP-recipient households residing in urban areas 1. The paper
evaluates and confirms the following two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. Improving access to grocery stores increases FV spending for SNAP households with a low value of
nutrition, especially among those without vehicles. This increase in FV spending is caused primarily by an increase in
the household’s food shopping frequency.
Hypothesis 2. Increasing a household’s value of nutrition (which can be accomplished, for example, through nutrition
education programs) increases FV spending for all SNAP households, but especially among those with low access to
grocery stores. This increase in FV spending is primarily caused by changing the household’s food choices at the store.

After confirming the hypotheses above, an additional analysis is performed to further elucidate the effect of access on
FV spending. The continuous effect of access on FV spending is estimated in order to answer the following question:
To what extent does a household’s access need to be improved in order to increase their FV spending by X amount?
We find that for households whose closest grocery store is between 0 and 1 mile, the relationship between access and
FV spending is linear, implying that any small improvement in access helps to increase FV spending. However, for
households who live farther than 1 mile from a grocery store, marginal changes in access have less impact on FV
spending.

The confirmation of Hypotheses 1 and 2 as well as the follow-up analysis have implications both in policy personalization
and evaluation. With regard to policy evaluation, the findings suggest that household-level access and value of nutrition
should be considered and measured when evaluating the impact of interventions. These findings also suggest insights
for policy personalization. For example, an access-related program, such as providing free trips to grocery stores or
grocery delivery services, should specifically target households with a low value of nutrition if possible. Additionally,
nutrition education programs should be specifically targeted to households in food desert areas. This would achieve cost
savings and result in more effective allocation of government resources.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the related literature and how it
relates to Hypotheses 1 and 2. Section 3 reviews the data and methods used in the empirical analysis. Section 4 presents
the results of the empirical analysis. Section 5 discusses the main results and proposes underlying causal mechanisms
that explain the empirical findings. Section 6 shows how the empirical findings can be used to inform more personalized
policy interventions. Finally, Section 7 discusses the limitations of this study, and Section 8 concludes and presents
future directions.

1According to the USDA, urban food deserts comprise between 86-93% of all food deserts
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2 Literature Review

Existing literature provides evidence both for and against Hypothesis 1. Broadly speaking, the notion that distance
to retail locations influences consumer decision-making is not new. In the marketing, operations management, and
economics literature, the impact of distance on consumer choice has been studied in a variety of contexts. For example,
Allon et al. 26 and Thomadsen 27 study consumer choice regarding fast-food outlets, and find, in part, that distance
significantly impacts decision-making regarding which establishment to patronize. Davis 28 considers a consumer’s
choice of movie theater, and finds that the impact of distance is nonlinear and exhibits diminishing marginal returns.
Rao and Syam 29 consider a consumer’s choice between two grocery stores and how it is influenced in part by distance
and by the goods offered by each store. Therefore, a priori it may be natural to assume that access to grocery stores will
impact consumers’ shopping and food choices.

Indeed, specifically with regard to food shopping, many studies have reported an association between access to grocery
stores and FV spending. Gustafson et al. 30 find that being closer to supermarkets is correlated with increased odds of
purchasing fruits and vegetables, and Liese et al. 31 find that the availability of stores has a relationship to FV spending,
but only through its relationship to the frequency of store visits. Rose and Richards 20 use a regression-based approach to
examine the relationship between grocery store access and FV spending among SNAP households, and find a significant
relationship between access and fruit consumption, and between nutritional attitude and FV consumption.

However, more recent work argues that the associations above are largely correlational in nature, and do not reflect
a causal relationship between access and FV spending. Ver Ploeg and Rahkovsky 21 note that many low income
households in food deserts are willing to travel to shop at grocery stores, and thus argues that access has limited impact.
In a recent study, Allcott et al. 22 find that differences in access explain only a small portion of the disparities in diet
found across income groups using an instrumental variables approach combined with structural model estimation. The
authors conclude that demand-side factors play a much larger role, and that the impact of access (defined as the number
of grocery stores within a zipcode) is marginal. Additionally, case studies on the impact of new grocery stores built in
food deserts have seen mixed results, often finding no impact of the new store on diet13–19. Among the studies that
reported no significant impact, the lack of effect of the new store is primarily attributed to either a low adoption rate, or
stubborn food preferences/habits13,14,16,18.

These studies provide evidence counter to Hypothesis 1. The arguments made in Ver Ploeg and Rahkovsky 21 and
Allcott et al. 22 provide possible reasons that Hypothesis 1 may not be confirmed. It is possible that the impacts of
access are simply too small to be detected, and that access should not be a first-order concern among policymakers.
However, it is also possible that access is important, but only among certain households. Furthermore, it could be that
the impact of access is highly sensitive to the distances considered, and that the definition of access used in Allcott
et al. 22 is not granular enough to capture potential impacts of small distances. These reasons may also explain the
mixed results found in case studies. Most of these studies did not measure household covariates nor their individual
distances to the new store, and therefore more detailed analyses cannot be conducted. One case study by Wrigley
et al. 15 that examined the impact of a new store built in a food deserts in Leeds, however, did measure certain attributes
of the households in the study, and notably found that households with the lowest initial levels of FV consumption were
the ones most impacted by the new store. This study indicates the importance of considering effect heterogeneity and
provides some evidence in support of Hypothesis 1.

Finally, the point made by Ver Ploeg and Rahkovsky 21—that low-income households residing in food deserts are willing
to travel to grocery stores—ignores the importance of shopping frequency and perishability, which was highlighted in
Liese et al. 31 . Even though many low income households appear willing to travel to grocery stores, these households
likely shop with lower frequency than they would if the store were closer. Therefore, they would be less likely to
purchase perishable foods. The analysis in this paper addresses all three of these nuances—heterogeneous effects,
varying definitions of access, and the notion of shopping frequency—in order to reveal new insights that can be used to
directly inform policy.

Hypothesis 2 is more accepted in the literature. Many studies have found a positive relationship between nutrition
education and healthy eating. Beydoun et al. 32 and Wardle et al. 6 find that nutritional attitude/knowledge has a positive
relationship with FV consumption, and Gibson et al. 33 find that a mother’s nutritional knowledge has a significant
relationship with her children’s vegetable intake. Axelson et al. 7 and Spronk et al. 34 perform a meta-analysis of studies
on the relationship between nutrition education (or nutritional attitudes, values, beliefs, etc.) and fruit and vegetable
consumption, and conclude that although the relationship is generally positive, the association is typically weak, and the
effect can vary widely depending on the population of interest and the chosen proxy to measure nutritional knowledge.
The interaction between nutrition education and other attributes of the household has been studied to some extent (for
example, Beydoun and Wang 35 consider variations in value of nutrition with respect to certain demographics), however,
to the authors’ knowledge, the interaction between value of nutrition and access has not been studied.
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3 Study Data and Methods

3.1 Data

This paper employs the USDA’s Food Acquition and Purchase Survey (FoodAPS) dataset, which was made available
for public use in 2016. Between April 2012 and January 2013, 1,581 SNAP-receiving households were surveyed for
a one-week period (which is referred to as their “audit week”) and asked to keep detailed food purchasing records,
including store-bought and restaurant food. This dataset is novel in that it is the first nationally representative dataset
with detailed information on dietary habits, household-level demographic covariates, and household-level covariates
related to the food retail environment and access to various food outlets. This paper focuses on the analysis of the set of
SNAP households residing in urban areas contained within this dataset.

3.2 Outcome variables

The primary outcome of interest is a household’s total FV spending over their audit week. Although FV consumption is
of primary interest because of its known association to health outcomes, FV spending is a commonly used proxy for FV
consumption because it can be measured and verified. Furthermore, among low income households who are unlikely to
waste large amounts of food, it is likely a close approximation of FV consumption.

FV spending includes purchases made at grocery stores, convenience stores, and other stores, but does not include
expenditures at restaurants (see Appendix A.1 for a discussion). Total FV spending is standardized to account for
different household compositions in terms of household size, family members’ ages, and family members’ sexes, and
is thus in units of “spending per standardized person per week." Total FV spending considers all items purchased
within the USDA food category Fruits and Vegetables, which includes fresh, frozen, and canned fruits and vegetables.
However, in the FoodAPS dataset, 96% of items purchased by SNAP households in this category are fresh fruits and
vegetables.

A secondary outcome of interest is whether the household visited a large grocery store (defined below in Section 3.3.1)
or not during their audit week. Across all urban SNAP households in the dataset, 83% visited a large store during their
audit week.

3.3 Treatment variables and covariates

3.3.1 Access

This paper defines access in accordance with USDA definitions as distance to the nearest supermarket, supercenter, or
large grocery store, all of which are considered to be “large grocery stores”36. The household’s distance to the nearest
large grocery store is referred to as its “store distance”. Because there is some evidence that superstores may have a
negative impact on diet37,38, an additional analysis where supercenters are removed from the definition of “large grocery
store” is included in Appendix G.3.

Straight-line distances between each household and the nearest food outlet of various types is reported in the FoodAPS
dataset. Through these metrics, store distance is constructed by taking the minimum of a household’s straight-line
distance across all store types included in the definition of “large grocery store”.

Standard USDA definitions of urban food deserts arbitrarily define “low access” as having a store distance farther
than either 0.5 or 1 mile, depending on the definition. The definition that employs a threshold of 1 mile is the most
commonly adopted definition in the literature. This paper takes a data-driven approach for choosing the threshold, and
allows the threshold to vary for households with and without vehicles. The thresholds used in this analysis are 0.5 miles
and 0.4 miles for households in urban areas with and without vehicles, respectively. These thresholds are the median
store distances among all households in the specified population. The median store distances were chosen in order to
increase the statistical power of the tests performed. A post-hoc analysis that considers choosing different thresholds is
shown in Appendix G.1.

An additional analysis is performed in which access is treated as continuous, rather than binary. Instead of imposing a
threshold on store distance, in this analysis the raw store distance of each household is considered to be a continuous
treatment. This allows for a more detailed understanding of the relationship between access and FV spending.

3.3.2 Value of nutrition

A household’s value of nutrition is a measure of how much the household cares about eating nutritiously, and is
estimated using certain behaviors which are commonly inquired about in USDA surveys; for example, how often they
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search for nutrition information online, look at nutrition labels, or try to follow the Food Pyramid guidelines. Using
the answers to these questions, each household is classified as having either a “high value of nutrition” or “low value
of nutrition." More details on this construction can be found in Appendix B.2, and a detailed post-hoc analysis of the
relative impact of each covariate used in the definition of value of nutrition can be found in Appendix G.4.

3.3.3 Covariates

Relevant covariates—those that are likely to either impact FV spending, or to be correlated with access or value
of nutrition—are shown in Table 1, aggregated separately for households with low and high access. Most of these
covariates are controlled for in the analysis by their inclusion in the matching step, described in Section 3.4.2.

3.4 Statistical analysis

3.4.1 Hypotheses

The analysis tests the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. Improving access to grocery stores increases FV spending for SNAP households with a low value of
nutrition, especially among those without vehicles. This increase in FV spending is caused primarily by an increase in
the household’s food shopping frequency.
Hypothesis 2. Increasing a household’s value of nutrition (which can be accomplished, for example, through nutrition
education programs) increases FV spending for all SNAP households, but especially among those with low access to
grocery stores. This increase in FV spending is primarily caused by changing the household’s food choices at the store.

Both hypotheses are tested by employing the technique of matching in observational studies combined with randomized
inference. This technique is described in more detail below.

3.4.2 Matching in observational studies

Matching techniques comprise a class of intuitive and transparent methods for estimating the causal effects of a
treatment using observational data, and are an alternative to methods such as instrumental variables25,39. The idea
behind matching techniques is to group together households who are similar based on their observed covariates, but
differ in their treatment assignment. Matching techniques, like most techniques for observational studies, rely on
the assumption of unconfoundedness, which says that all covariates that either impact the treatment assignment or
the outcome are accounted for. Depending on the quality of the match and the inclusion of relevant covariates, valid
randomized inference can be performed within each group. In other words, each group can be treated as if it resulted
from a randomized study. Thus, causal effects can be estimated.

Propensity score matching (PSM) is a specific type of matching, and Ho et al. 40 cites PSM as a technique that is
under-utilized in the empirical OR/MS literature. Propensity score matching groups households together based on
their propensity score, which is defined as their probability of receiving treatment given their observed covariates.
A household’s true propensity score is never known, but is estimated using the household’s observed covariates and
treatment assignment.

All covariates that can either affect the outcome or treatment assignment should be included in the propensity score
estimation in order to minimize the possibility of confounding39. On the other hand, covariates that are affected by the
treatment should not be included in the propensity score estimation39. Table 1 lists relevant covariates, indicating which
were chosen for inclusion in the propensity score estimation. Those excluded were deemed likely to be impacted by the
treatment (in this case, access to grocery stores or value of nutrition).

Propensity-score matching has many desirable statistical properties. First, after matching on propensity score, random-
ized inference within the matched groups is valid41. In other words, groups of households matched together based on
true propensity score can be treated as if they were the result of a randomized study. Second, the underlying covariates
of the households in the matched treated and control groups have the same distribution41. Therefore, matching on
propensity score is intuitive in that it balances the households’ underlying covariates in each group.

This second theoretical property of PSM—its ability to balance the underlying covariates—provides a diagnostic tool
for checking the quality of the matches obtained when PSM is performed in practice. If the underlying covariates
are imbalanced after performing PSM, this suggests a problem in either the propensity estimation or the matching
technique. In this study, the balance of all matches were checked (shown in Appendix D.1), and in some cases if the
balance produced by PSM was inadequate, Mahalanobis matching with propensity score calipers was used to better
balance the imbalanced covariates39.
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Since the balance of each match was carefully examined and only accepted if it met certain balance requirements, it is
unlikely that other matching methods (such as coarsened exact matching, which matches directly on the underlying
covariates) would produce significantly different results. Matching methods were chosen over regression-based methods
for a few reasons: i) Appropriate instrumental variables could not be identified for this dataset, ii) Matching explicitly
considers covariate balance and overlap, and allows for straightforward sensitivity analyses, and iii) Matching methods
typically rely less on extrapolation and model-based assumptions39.

Observational studies typically proceed under the assumption of strong ignorability, which includes an assumption of no
hidden confounding (or unconfoundedness). This assumes that all covariates that either impact the outcome or treatment
assignment have been accounted for. If this assumption does not hold, there could exist a hidden confounder that
impacts both the treatment assignment and the outcome, thus rendering the propensity score estimation and randomized
inference invalid. The assumption of strong ignorability can never be verified because of the immutable potential
for hidden biases in observational studies. However, this study performs a sensitivity analysis in order to assess the
robustness of the results to potential hidden confounders42 . The unconfoundedness assumption is further discussed in
Section 7 and Appendix F and E.

3.4.3 Treatment effect

To estimate treatment effects, the Neyman-Rubin potential outcome framework and stable-unit treatment value as-
sumption are employed43. Under this framework, each unit has two potential outcomes—one if they were to receive
treatment, and one if they were to receive control. The stable-unit treatment value assumption says that one unit’s
response is not affected by another unit’s treatment assignment. The treatment effect is the difference in potential
outcomes for an individual, or the average difference over a population. The fundamental problem of causal inference is
that one cannot observe more than one potential outcome for a given unit at a given time.

This paper considers two treatments: access to grocery stores and value of nutrition. Under the Rubin causal model,
these are valid treatments because they can be manipulated44 (i.e., potential outcomes can be fathomed). In particular,
the goal of nutrition education programs is to manipulate one’s value of nutrition45.

In order to estimate the impact of access (as a binary treatment), and value of nutrition on the binary outcome of whether
or not a household visited a large store during their audit week, this paper focuses on estimation of the risk difference,
and tests the null hypothesis that the risk difference is equal to zero46. The risk difference, denoted δ, is interpreted
as the difference in the proportion of households who would have gone to a store if everyone had received treatment
and the proportion of households who would have gone to a store if no one had received treatment. At the household
level, this can be thought of as the increase in likelihood of a store visit if the household were to receive the treatment
(either better access or higher value of nutrition). Notice that this relates to a household’s shopping frequency. An
intervention that increases a household’s likelihood of a store visit in a given week must also increase the household’s
average shopping frequency.

To assess the impact of access (as a binary treatment) and value of nutrition on FV spending, a stratified Wilcoxon test
is performed in order to test for a significant difference in FV spending between the treatment and control groups after
matching. In addition to reporting the p-values obtained by this test, the treatment effect sizes are estimated by assuming
a Tobit effects model. A Tobit effects model assumes that FV spending, denoted Qi for household i, can be written as
Qi = max{αi + τzi, 0} where αi ≥ 0 is a latent variable that is specific to household i, zi indicates if household i
receives the treatment (zi = 1) or control (zi = 0), and τ is the average treatment effect47. The potential outcome for
household i if they were to be in the control group is denoted Qc

i . For households in the control group, Qc
i = Qi, and

for households in the treated group, Qc
i = max{Qi − τ, 0}. The estimate of τ is given by the Hodges-Lehman point

estimate, which is the value of τ for which the calculated test statistic for the stratified Wilcoxon test, using the value
Qc

i for household i, is closest to its expectation47.

In order to better understand the mechanisms linking the treatments to changes in FV spending, the impact of access and
value of nutrition on FV spending per store visit is also estimated (conditional on having gone to the store at least once).
This treatment effect estimate is denoted τpv . A positive estimate of τpv means that the given treatment is estimated to
increase the amount of FVs bought per shopping trip.

A positive estimate of τQ—the overall increase (interpreted in the context of the Tobit model) in FV spending due to
either access or value of nutrition—should correspond to either a positive estimate of δ or τpv , or both. Intuitively, this
means that an increase in FV spending must either be caused by an increase in shopping frequency, or an increase in the
amount of FVs bought each shopping trip, or both.

In addition to considering access in binary terms, the continuous effect of access (i.e., store distance) on FV spending
is estimated. In general settings, the function that estimates the impact of a continuous treatment on an outcome is
referred to as the the dose-response function (DRF). In this study, the DRF is estimated as a smooth coefficient model
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of store distance and the propensity function, which is a generalized version of the propensity score for non-binary
treatments48. The DRF estimates changes that occur in FV spending due solely to changes in store distance, again
under the assumption of no hidden confounding. Details on this method can be found in Appendix F.1.

4 Study Results

Table 2 shows the results of the empirical analysis. Columns d.1-d.3 pertain to Hypothesis 1 and show the estimated
effect of access on overall FV spending, the likelihood of a store visit in a given week, and amount of FVs bought per
visit in the populations listed in Column 1. Columns v.1-v.3 pertain to Hypothesis 2 and show the estimated effects of
value of nutrition. For example, Row 2 Column d.1 (or Column v.1) shows the estimated effect of access (or value of
nutrition) on total FV spending across all households without a vehicle.

Hypothesis 1. The results in Table 2 confirm Hypothesis 1. Among the overall population, access is estimated to
have a positive but insignificant impact on total FV spending (τ = 0.24, p > 0.1). However, when the population is
broken down by either vehicle ownership or value of nutrition, the impact of access is elucidated. Although both the
populations without a vehicle and with a low value of nutrition are impacted by access, Rows 8-11 of Table 2 suggest
that value of nutrition is a more important characteristic than vehicle ownership for understanding and predicting the
effect of access on total FV spending. Furthermore, among most subpopulations it appears that access impacts the
likelihood that a household visits a large grocery store in a given week (column d.2), and does not have a significant
impact on the amount of FVs bought per visit (column d.3).

Noting that the average FV spending among households with low access is $3.83 per person per week (Table 1), the
estimated effects of access on the population without a vehicle and the population with low value of nutrition ($1.25
and $0.76, respectively) are substantial. Interpreted within the context of the Tobit effects model, it is estimated that
a household with low value of nutrition and high access would buy $0.76 less FVs per person per week if they had
low access. This translates into an average decrease of 27% in total FV spending among this population, based on the
FoodAPS dataset. Similarly, those with a high access but without a vehicle would purchase $1.25 less FVs per person
per week if they had low access, translating into an average decrease of 33% based on the FoodAPS dataset.

Hypothesis 2. The results in Table 2 confirm Hypothesis 2. Although value of nutrition appears to have a positive and
generally large estimated impact on total FV spending among all populations considered, it is especially pronounced
among those with low access (Rows 6, 14-15 of Column v.1, Table 2). Surprisingly, value of nutrition impacts FV
spending by impacting both the amount of FVs bought per visit as well as the likelihood of a store visit in a given week.
This is discussed in the next section.

After confirming Hypotheses 1 and 2, an additional analysis of the impact of access on FV spending is performed in
order to understand their relationship in more detail. Access—specifically, store distance—is of course a continuous
covariate. Typically in the literature, and as mentioned in Section 3.3.1, a threshold is chosen, and households with
store distances less than the threshold are classified as having “low access.” To the authors’ knowledge, the continuous
impact of store distance on FV spending has not been studied. However, it is extremely important for determining
effective intervention strategies.

The effect of store distance, as a continuous treatment, on FV spending is visualized through the estimated dose-response
function (DRF). Figure 1 shows the estimated DRF among households with a low value of nutrition. The DRF is the
estimated average change in FV spending that is due solely to changes in store distance (i.e., with all other covariates
held constant). Based on Figure 1, it appears that store distance has a linear effect on FV spending for distances between
about 0-1 mile. For distances larger than 1 mile, the marginal impact of store distance on FV spending diminishes.
This implies that, for distances between 0-1 mile, any decrease in store distance has the same marginal effect on FV
spending. Changes that occur at larger distances, however, are less effective.

5 Discussion and Behavioral Mechanisms

First, the analysis suggests that access does have an impact on FV consumption, but only among certain subpopulations.
In particular, access primarily impacts households with a low value of nutrition, and at small distances. The estimated
DRF in Figure 1 illustrates the importance of considering small distances, indicating that building a new grocery store
will likely only impact households who are very close to the new store (within about 1 mile). This implies that the
definition of access is extremely important. It is likely that commonly used region-based definitions (for example, how
many grocery stores are in a certain zipcode or census tract22,31) are not precise enough or sufficiently aggressive to
elucidate the impact of access. Instead, household-specific measures of access and small distance thresholds should be
utilized in order to capture the true effect of access.
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Figure 1: The estimated dose-response function (DRF) for the effect of distance on FV spending among households
with a low value of nutrition. Grey represents standard errors estimated from 1,000 bootstrap samples.

Furthermore, considering a household’s value of nutrition in conjunction with access is crucial. The analysis suggests
that value-based interventions (for example, nutrition education programs that change a household’s value of nutrition)
are likely to be most effective among households with low access, and that access-related interventions are most
effective among households with a low value of nutrition. This finding could partly explain why case studies have
reached different conclusions regarding the effectiveness of access-based interventions—specifically, not considering
the appropriate heterogeneous effects. One case study on a new grocery store built in a food desert that did consider
heterogeneous effects concluded that the new grocery store primarily impacted households who were very close to the
new store, or had the lowest amounts of FV consumption to begin with15. These results are in line with the predictions
of this paper, since households with low value of nutrition typically consume less FVs to begin with.

The above insights suggest certain underlying behavioral mechanisms that drive households’ shopping decisions.
Changes in total FV spending are explained through two mechanisms: (i) Changes in shopping frequency, and (ii)
Changes in the amount of FVs bought each grocery store visit.

Column d.2 of Table 2 indicates that access primarily impacts grocery shopping frequency, which translates into changes
in total FV spending for certain subpopulations. In the overall population (Row 1), decreasing access is estimated to
increase shopping frequency but not significantly impact total FV spending on average (a finding which is similar to the
conclusions of Liese et al. 31 ). However, subsetting the population based on value of nutrition provides new insights to
better understand which households’ FV spending, not just shopping frequency, will be impacted by access.

Value-based interventions, on the other hand, appear to primarily impact the households’ food choices at the store.
However, value-based interventions can also increase grocery shopping frequency for households with low access. To
our knowledge, this mechanism has not been discussed in the literature. In what follows, a basic model of grocery
shopping dynamics is discussed that is able to explain this finding as well as many of the heterogeneous effects observed
in Table 2.

One approach to model how access and value of nutrition impact shopping frequency is through what is referred to as
shopping utility and shopping disutility. At any point in time, each household has a shopping disutility—the degree to
which grocery shopping is a burden—that depends on the household’s characteristics (access to the store, opportunity
cost, etc.) and exogenous temporal variables (day of week, time of day, etc.). Furthermore, at any point in time, each
household has a shopping utility for going to the grocery store based on how much they would be benefited by the
bundle of food they would buy. Shopping utility is relatively low for households who recently went shopping, and is
positive and constantly increasing once food begins to run out. A shopping trip occurs once the household’s shopping
utility exceeds its shopping disutility. Shopping frequency is thus impacted by access, value of nutrition, and other
characteristics through their impact on shopping utility and disutility.

Furthermore, each time a household visits the grocery store, they choose a bundle of food to purchase based on their
preferences, the prices, their value of nutrition, and the foods’ perishability, among other factors. The bundle’s size
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Figure 2: Proposed causal pathways and mechanisms linking household characteristics, access, and value of nutrition to
mechanisms, and mechanisms to total FV spending.

and perishability will also affect how shopping utility evolves over time, thus potentially affecting shopping frequency.
Total FV spending is a combination of both shopping frequency and bundle of foods bought each visit (specifically,
the amount of FVs in this bundle). In order to determine the net effect of value of nutrition on total FV spending, it is
important to understand how it changes the amount of FVs in the food bundle and subsequently how this change impacts
shopping frequency. A diagram explaining the proposed causal pathways is shown in Figure 2. Note in particular the
feedback loop between Shopping frequency, Food bundle, and Shopping Utility.

First, this model explains why value of nutrition impacts shopping frequency in addition to the amount of FVs bought
each visit. Since households with a high value of nutrition purchase more FVs per grocery trip, they must also shop
more frequently due to the perishability of the food. This mechanism becomes clear after considering the interaction
between the bundle of food and shopping frequency.

This model can also be used to explain many of the complex heterogeneous effects found in the empirical analysis; for
example, the finding that the shopping frequency of households with low value of nutrition is more impacted by access
than the shopping frequency of those with a high value of nutrition. In terms of the proposed causal pathways, the
explanation for this phenomenon is that the shopping utility of households with a low value of nutrition increases more
slowly than that of households with a high value of nutrition. Therefore, an increase in access, resulting in a decrease in
shopping disutility, is more impactful for households with a low value of nutrition. In other words, households with a
high value of nutrition but low access are likely to return to the grocery store soon after their grocery food depletes,
even if this requires significant effort, because their urgency to return to the store (their shopping utility) is increasing
very quickly. Therefore, a new grocery store will not impact their shopping frequency as much. On the other hand,
households with a low value of nutrition and low access will likely take more time to return to the grocery store after
their food is depleted, since they are more willing to rely on food from other outlets such as fast food restaurants or
convenience stores until their urgency to return to the store (their shopping utility) has grown large enough. A closer
grocery store therefore impacts their shopping frequency more significantly.

6 Policy implications

From a policy perspective, these findings imply that the deployment of access-related interventions should be based
not only on the spacial composition of a neighborhood, but also on its residents’ values of nutrition. Access-related
interventions should not just target low income food deserts, but should target low value food deserts—areas where, in
addition to low access and low income, most households have a low value of nutrition.

As a concrete illustrative example, consider a synthetic population of low income households residing in two different
food desert neighborhoods, shown in Figure 3. For each household, it is assumed that their location (plotted as points in
Euclidean space) and value of nutrition are given. The policymaker must decide in which neighborhood to build a new
grocery store. This decision should be based on the predicted impact of the new store, which depends in part on the
spacial composition of the neighborhood surrounding the store and the households’ values of nutrition. In Figure 3, the
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Figure 3: Illustrative example of the importance of considering value of nutrition in conjunction with spacial factors
for grocery store placement. Households with a low value of nutrition are pink and households with a high value of
nutrition are green.
Each dot represents a household’s location, and value of nutrition is shown in color. A new grocery store is represented as a black
triangle, with a circle drawn around to emphasize the households that are “near” the new store. Percentages shown above each
neighborhood show the portion of households with a low value of nutrition.

households are colored according to their value of nutrition, and a “radius of influence” is drawn around the new stores.
This radius represents a simplified characterization of the impact of a new store. For this example it is assumed that
households inside the radius are impacted uniformly by the introduction of the new store (based on the results of the
analysis and Figure 1, the radius should be somewhere between 0.5-1 mile, although the exact radius is not important
for this example). The proportion of households in each neighborhood with a low value of nutrition is also given. The
impact of a new store is likely to be greatest when placed in an area with the largest number of households with a low
value of nutrition.

In Figure 3 (left), although neighborhood B has a greater portion of households with a low value of nutrition (80%),
neighborhood A has a higher population density and enough households with a low value of nutrition (50%) such that it
is the preferable neighborhood to build a new store. In Figure 3 (right), neighborhood A has fewer households with
a low value of nutrition (only 20%). In this scenario, even though neighborhood A has a high population density, it
may be more beneficial to build a new store in neighborhood B in order to impact more households with a low value of
nutrition. This small illustrative example demonstrates the importance of considering spatial composition and value
of nutrition in conjunction with one another. The cost-effectiveness of a new grocery store depends both on how far
neighboring households will live from the new store, and their value of nutrition.

This discussion highlights two important lingering questions: (1) How can value of nutrition be estimated at the
household or neighborhood level, and (2) Do low value food deserts exist (in other words, does value of nutrition vary a
significant amount across food deserts)?

There are a number of methods that could be used to evaluate neighborhood-level average value of nutrition. For
example, policymakers could deploy surveys specifically to food desert residents and ask questions related to value of
nutrition. Table 3 shows the questions that were contained in the FoodAPS dataset and used as proxies for value of
nutrition in this study. In particular, one of the questions listed in Table 3 asks whether the household has searched
the internet for nutrition-related information recently. This question motivates a second approach for estimating
neighborhood-level value of nutrition based on Google search data. Namely, if certain nutrition-related neighborhood-
level Google search trends were made available to policymakers, low value food deserts could be identified. For
example, if one neighborhood has a smaller proportion of searches related to nutrition, calories, etc. than another, it
might be reasonable to assume that this neighborhood has a lower average value of nutrition.

To illustrate this approach, publicly available Google search data (whose lowest level of granularity is the city-level) is
used to estimate city-level value of nutrition for cities within Los Angeles County. Figure 4 shows a map of Los Angeles
County with cities colored according to this proxy for value of nutrition. Namely, in Figure 4, the darker red regions
correspond to higher frequencies of search terms related to “calories” (see Appendix C for more details). Low income
food deserts—defined according to the USDA definition as census tracts where the majority of the population has a
store distance greater than 0.5 miles and are low income, based on 2015 USDA data36—are overlayed and outlined in
black.

Because neighborhood-level Google search data is not publicly available, this illustrative example makes the strong
assumption that food deserts lying within a given city have the same value of nutrition as the city-wide average. Under
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Figure 4: Map of part of Los Angeles County (with a few cities labeled for reference) with low income food deserts†
shaded‡ by a proxy for value of nutrition based on Google search data.
† Food deserts are defined as census tracts where the majority of the population resides over 0.5 miles from the closest large grocery
store.
‡ Light grey regions are either outside of L.A. County or do not have Google search data available.
Histogram shows the number of L.A. County food deserts with the given estimated value of nutrition. Areas with the lowest
estimated value of nutrition search for calorie-related information half as frequently as those with the highest estimated value of
nutrition.

this assumption, the histogram in the bottom right corner of Figure 4 shows the number of low income food deserts with
estimated value of nutrition at the levels shown. Those with the lowest estimated value of nutrition search for calorie
information half as frequently as those with the highest estimated value of nutrition. As illustrated by the histogram in
Figure 4, there is significant variation in estimated value of nutrition across low income food deserts. This example
provides initial evidence that low value food deserts do exist; namely, that there exist food deserts with high, medium,
and low average value of nutrition.

Based on the analysis in this paper, food deserts with a low value of nutrition—lighter red in Figure 4—are more likely
to be impacted by access-related interventions than food deserts with a high value of nutrition. Since there are limited
funds for access-related interventions (only 20% of requested HFFI funds are awarded10), targeting specific food deserts
based on value of nutrition could be extremely useful for deciding which interventions to fund and improving the
cost-effectiveness of these strategies.

The method for estimating value of nutrition in this example has many limitations. The lowest level of granularity
for publicly available Google search data is the city level, which may not accurately capture search trends at the
neighborhood level. It is possible that more granular data could be obtained through a public-private partnership.
Furthermore, searches for calorie-related information may not be indicative of true value of nutrition. In practice,
policymakers should utilize multiple sources of data—including neighborhood-level survey data and internet search
data— to robustly identify neighborhoods with a low average value of nutrition.
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7 Limitations

There are several limitations to this study, largely due to the observational nature of the data. With regard to FV
spending, although receipts were gathered to verify food purchases, it is possible that some purchases are misreported.
Furthermore, the outcome variable—total FV spending—is not a perfect indication of FVs consumed, for two main
reasons: 1) Prices are not equivalent to quantities, and 2) The household may not consume everything that is bought.
In order alleviate the first issue, the price of certain food items across households are compared and no systemic
differences that could bias the results are found (Appendix A.3). The second point is mitigated by the fact that low
income households are unlikely to waste large amounts of food, although this cannot be verified using the data.

With regard to value of nutrition, it is possible that some households exaggerated their nutrition-related behaviors in the
survey. However, it is likely that misclassification of households’ value of nutrition would result in underestimating the
observed effects of value of nutrition. This point is discussed in more detail in Appendix B.2.

The dataset also contains only one week’s worth of data for each household. Although FV spending over a one week
period may not be a good indication of typical FV spending for a single household, this problem is likely partially
mitigated by considering average FV spending over populations.

As with any observational study, the possibility of hidden confounding can never be ruled out. One main concern
is the potential for hidden biases in the estimated effect of access, since this relationship is highly debated in the
literature. In general, the elucidation of an intuitive dose-response relationship provides additional evidence in support
of a causal association49. This paper elucidates a dose-response relationship in two ways: 1) By estimated the DRF,
and 2) by considering “extreme distances” in Appendix F.2. Estimation of the dose-response function in Figure 1
reveals a monotonic association between store distance and FV spending, with diminishing marginal returns. This
trend is likely what one would expect to observe regarding the true causal relationship between store distance and FV
spending. Furthermore, the analysis of store distance as a binary treatment is replicated for “extreme distances” in
Appendix F.2: The effect, on FV spending, of having a “very short” versus a “very long” store distance is estimated.
This results in a larger estimated effect of store distance, again in line with the hypothesized causal effect. These
analyses provide additional evidence that the estimated effects of access on FV spending are indeed causal. In order
for a hidden confounder to explain these results, it would need to be correlated with store distance as a continuous
covariate.

Additionally, a sensitivity analysis is performed following the methodology of Rosenbaum 25 . The sensitivity analysis
characterizes the degree of departure from group-wise randomness that would be necessary to materially alter the
conclusions of the study, in terms of the households’ propensity scores. For this study, it is found that an unmeasured
confounder would need to systematically affect the odds of living near a grocery store by about 26% in order to
overturn the results related to the effect of access on FV spending. Similarly, an unmeasured confounder would need
to impact the odds of having a high value of nutrition by 29% in order to overturn the results related to the impact
of value of nutrition on FV spending. The specific results and methodology can be found in Appendix E. Although
such confounders can never be ruled out, they would need to be strongly correlated with either value of nutrition or
store distance, not already controlled for in the matching, and need to systematically affect the entire population under
examination.

It is impossible to verify with certainty whether the relationships elucidated in this study are indeed causal. Given
their alignment with findings in the literature and their largely intuitive nature, the authors believe it is unlikely that
they are caused by hidden confounders. The evaluation of future access-related interventions could help support or
reject the hypotheses proposed in this paper by measuring households’ value of nutrition and access before and after the
intervention.

8 Conclusions and Future Directions

Currently, strategies aimed at assisting low-income food desert residents follow an implement-then-evaluate framework,
which is costly and time consuming. This study is a step towards a different approach that leverages an understanding
of the underlying mechanisms and household-level characteristics in order to predict the impact of interventions and
optimize them. The key insights of this paper can help to increase the efficacy of access-based interventions through
better targeting and evaluation.

First, this paper finds evidence that access-related interventions are effective at increasing FV spending but only among
households with a low value of nutrition. Furthermore, access-related interventions primarily impact FV spending by
increasing the households’ grocery shopping frequency. Additionally, in order to better understand the relationship
between access and FV spending, this study estimates the continuous effect of access on FV spending through estimation
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of the dose-response function. This analysis reveals that store distance linearly impacts FV spending for distances
approximately between 0-1 mile. At larger distances, the marginal impact of store distance on FV spending diminishes.
This suggests that access-related interventions need to dramatically improve access in order to be effective. For example,
a new grocery store that decreases the average household’s store distance from 2 miles to 1.5 is likely to be much less
effective than a store which decreases the average store distance from 1 mile to 0.5 miles.

Next, this paper finds that value-related interventions, such as nutrition education programs, are most effective among
households with poor access. Furthermore, value-related interventions appear to primary impact households’ food
choices, but may also increase shopping frequency. The increase in frequency is likely related to the increase in
perishable foods purchased, which require more frequent shopping trips. It remains an area for future research to
determine which types of nutrition education programs have the greatest impact on value of nutrition.

The idea of personalization is permeating and revolutionizing fields such as medicine and advertising, and there
is no reason that it could not provide the same benefit to public policy. However, in order to effectively prescribe
personalized interventions, a deep understanding of consumer decision-making is required. As future work, the insights
of this paper and findings from the literature could be used to develop a detailed consumer-level behavioral model of
grocery shopping and food choice. Such a model could be used to fully optimize government investment into various
interventions. Furthermore, it is likely that the impact of access is also affected by other household covariates besides
value of nutrition. Exploring additional effect heterogeneities could reveal new insights and increase the accuracy of
such a consumer-level model.

An accurate consumer-level model of food shopping has the potential to improve the efficacy of food policy interventions
while decreasing costs. Not only could such a model capture the effects of a single intervention, such as access, but
could even capture the joint effects of multiple types of interventions (such as combinations of access, value of nutrition,
and price interventions).

Future work should also focus on randomized access interventions in order to verify the results of this study and others.
With the government’s strong focus on food deserts and access, a randomized study should be a priority. It is impractical
to randomize the building of new grocery stores because of their huge fixed costs, however, other access interventions
could be randomized. For example, a cohort of low income food desert residents could be given free grocery delivery
memberships, thus removing the fixed cost of grocery shopping. This is an example of an access-related intervention
that would largely reduce the disutility associated with grocery shopping. It is only through studies like this that the
causal impact of access on FV spending can be verified without any potential for confounding.
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A Outcome variable

A.1 Fruit and vegetable expenditures at restaurants

In this study we specifically focus on fruit and vegetable expenditures at all stores (including grocery stores, convenience
stores, and other types of stores). However, we do not include FV spending at restaurants. This decision was made
for a few reasons. First and foremost, it is difficult to precisely measure spending specifically on fruits and vegetables
at restaurants. Second, the amount of fruits and vegetables bought at restaurants is very small compared the amount
bought at grocery stores.

A.2 Missing expenditure data

In the FoodAPS dataset, across all FV items, the expenditure amounts are missing for 672 items (9% of all items).
However, for all of these items a detailed USDA food category is present, for 575 of these items a detailed food
description is present, and for 333 of these items the weight is present. The missing expenditures are thus imputed
using the food item descriptions/categories and total grams (when present). An indicator variable is retained for the
missing data to use in the matching.

A.3 Price of fruits and vegetables

Although our outcome of interest is household fruit and vegetable spending, we do not specifically consider the price of
fruits and vegetables in our analysis. Variations in prices could bias the results if one were to believe that households
with high value of nutrition or high access systematically buy more expensive fruits and vegetables. This would result in
the appearance of these groups “consuming” more FVs when in fact they just spend more on the same FVs. If anything,
we find the opposite to be true. By comparing the amount of money spent on equal grams of both bananas and tomatoes,
we find that high value households actually tend to spend a bit less (about 4% less on bananas and 3% less on tomatoes).
Households with high access spend about 9% less on tomatoes and 3% more on bananas. These numbers suggest that
variations in the prices of fruits and vegetables are likely not biasing the results.

B Covariates

B.1 Measuring vehicle ownership

In this paper, the covariate anyvehicle is used to define vehicle ownership, which is the household’s response to
the yes/no question “Does anyone in your household own or rent a vehicle?” However, in addition to the covariate
anyvehicle, there is another covariate primstoretravelmode which is the primary respondent’s response to the
question “How do you usually get to the store where you do most of your food shopping?” among the choices: drive
own car, use someone else’s car, someone else drives me, walk, bus, taxi, bicycle. An anomaly in the survey is that there
are 114 SNAP households (7.2% of the SNAP population) who answered “no” to anyvehicle, yet selected “drive
own car” as the response to primstoretravelmode. In order to better understand whether these households likely
own a vehicle or not, we impute their vehicle ownership status using their other covariates. Using this methodology,
the imputation classifies 110 of these unknown households as not owning a vehicle, and 4 as owning a vehicle. This
suggests that the covariates of this set of households is more similar to the set of households without vehicles than the
set with vehicles.

As a robustness check, we replicate our analysis and count a household as owning a vehicle if they responded “yes”
to anyvehicle or selected “drive own car” as the response to primstoretravelmode. In general the results do
not change very much. The p-values for test statistics on subpopulations in which all households own a vehicle stay
approximately the same, and the p-values for subpopulations which do not own a vehicle seem to uniformly increase
very slightly. This slight increase could be due to the decrease in sample size for these subpopulations since we now
classify 114 more households as owning a vehicle.

B.2 Measuring value of nutrition

We estimate value of nutrition based on certain behaviors that are asked about in the survey. In this study, we use
five proxy variables which are, we believe, as close as we can come to measuring true value of nutrition given the
data. The individual survey questions that are utilized are nutritionsearch, nutritioneduc, nutritionfacts,
mypyramidfollow, and myplatefollow, which are described in Table 3. We classify a household as having a high
value of nutrition if they fall into any one of the following five categories: 1) attended a nutrition education event in the
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last two months, 2) searched the internet for nutrition information in the last two months, 3) try to follow MyPyramid
guidelines, 4) try to follow MyPlate guidelines, or 5) report looking at nutrition labels “always" or “most of the time." If
a household did not fall into any of these categories, it was classified as having a low value of nutrition. This proxy
results in 50.4% of all urban SNAP household being classified as having a high value of nutrition.

Because we use a proxy to estimate value of nutrition, it is necessary to understand issues that may arise from an
inaccurate proxy. We believe that as long as the true effect of value of nutrition is non-negative (i.e., having a high
value of nutrition will not decrease FV consumption), an inaccurate proxy will likely underestimtae the effect of value
of nutrition. This is because we believe it is more likely for households with a low value of nutrition to misreport
their answers to the relevant survey questions in order to seem like they have a high value of nutrition, than vice versa.
Therefore, it is likely that our proxy classifies some households as having a high value of nutrition when they really
have a low value of nutrition. This type of misclassification would diminish the observed effect of value of nutrition on
FV spending, since certain households in the “high value of nutrition” group actually have a low value of nutrition and
thus on average purchase less FVs.

To validate this hypothesis, we seek evidence that those with a high value of nutrition are indeed estimated to have
a high value of nutrition. One survey question asks the primary respondent whether they agree or disagree with the
statement that "Healthy foods don’t taste good," and another questions asks whether they agree or disagree that “People
in my household don’t think that healthy food tastes good.” These questions are about healthy food in general, not just
fruits and vegetables. However, if a household answered “agree” to both of these questions, then it may be reasonable
to assume that if they do buy produce, they do so because they value eating healthy. We therefore look at FV spending
among households that answered “agree” to both of these survey questions. In our proxy for value of nutrition is
accurate, we expect households with a low estimated value of nutrition and answered “agree” to both questions (Group
A) to buy very little produce because they 1) don’t like the taste of fresh food, and 2) don’t value nutrition. Furthermore,
we would expect households estimated to have a high value of nutrition but also answered “agree” to both questions
(Group B) to still purchase produce because they value nutrition. The median FV spending among households in Group
A is $0.833, and the median in Group B is $2.223. Although this is not a rigorous analysis, it provides intuition that our
proxy for value of nutrition is seemingly capturing true value of nutrition.

A post-hoc analysis on the impact of the individual covariates listed in Table 3 is performed in Appendix G.4.

C Los Angeles County

Figure 4 shows all low income food desert census tracts in Los Angeles County, overlayed with a proxy for value of
nutrition based on city-level Google trend data. We use Google trend data for the topic “Calorie” for all available cities
near Los Angeles (city is the most granular geographic level that Google trend makes public) over the last five years.
The data consists of relative frequencies of searches that fall under the “Calorie” topic for several cities. The city with
the most frequent calorie-related searches is scored 100, and all other cities are scored relative to 100. For example, a
city with a score of 50 indicates that searches for calorie-related information occur half as frequently as the city which
is scored 100. Not all cities are present in the data, which is why certain areas in Figure 4 are grey. These city-level
relative search frequencies are used as a proxy for value of nutrition.

In order to conduct the analysis, we assume that census tracts have the same average value of nutrition as the city in
which they lie. For example, a food desert that falls within a city with a score of 50 would receive a value of nutrition
score of 50.

This method has many limitations. First, Google search data more granular than city-level is not available to the public.
Therefore, this method may not be accurate for individual census tracts or neighborhoods. Second, search frequency of
the “Calorie” topic may not be indicative of true value of nutrition. Therefore, policymakers should utilize multiple
sources of data—include survey data—to create robust estimates of neighborhood-level value of nutrition.

D Statistical Analysis

D.1 Matching and covariates

Propensity score matching was performed using the R packages MatchIt and OptMatch. For each test, we began by
performing a full match, limited to common support, and evaluated the resulting covariate balance. A full matching
subsets households into matched sets in an optimal way while ensuring that each matched set contains at least one
treated and one control unit. “Optimal” in this case means that the algorithm minimizes the total sum of propensity score
distances withtin matched sets, as opposed to greedy nearest neighbor algorithms which do not have this guarantee25,50.
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After matching, if any covariate was largely unbalanced (in our case, if any covariate had an absolute standardized
mean difference greater than 0.2 between the treatment and control group), propensity score calipers (caliper=.25) with
Mahalanobis matching was used to better balance the imbalanced covariates. The balances for some of the matches are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 (not all are shown for the sake of brevity).

(a) Population with no vehicle (b) Population with low value.

Figure 5: Plots of absolute standardized mean differences, where access is the treatment variable. In each plot, the pink
dots show the standardized mean difference between the treated and control group without any adjustment. The blue
dots show the standardized mean differences after matching. Note that the top row in each plot—labeled “distance”—is
the propensity score, not store distance. Since we performed a full matching, these standardized mean differences were
computed using weights for each household in accordance with their subclass.

Table 7 lists the covariates used in the matching. Most covariates listed in Table 1 were included, except those identified
as potential “post-treatment” covariates. Post-treatment covariates are those that could be affected by the treatment,
and including them in the matching can bias the results39. For example, when examining the impact of access on FV
spending, any covariates which could be impacted by a household’s access to grocery stores should not be included in
the matching. This includes covariates such as the number of meals eaten out per week. Although covariates such as
these were not included in the matching, their balance and potential for confounding can still be assessed in a post-hoc
analysis.

First consider the number of meals eaten out per week. Among households with high access, the average is 1.09 meals
per week, and among households with low access, the average is 1.00 meals per week (Table 1). After performing the
matching, we again check the balance of this covariate and find that in all cases, there were no significant differences in
this covariate between the treated and control groups.

Now consider the number of fast-food and other restaurants. It is possible that this covariate could explain the observed
relationship between access and FV spending if one were to believe the following logic: households living far from
grocery stores may have more fast food/restaurant options and therefore consume less FVs simply because of the
availability of other options. Based on Table 1, this is likely not the case. First of all, as discussed above, there are no
substantial differences between the number of meals eaten out per week for households with high versus low access.
Furthermore, in the dataset, households with high access actually have far more fast food and restaurant options (Table
1). Therefore, if the above logic were true, then omitting this covariate would actually result in an underestimation of
the impact of access on FV spending. Thus, we do not believe the availability of restaurants could explain the observed
results.

D.2 P-values

Table 4 shows the pvals obtained for every test performed in the paper.
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(a) Population with a vehicle.
(b) Population with low access.

Figure 6: Plots of absolute standardized mean differences, where value of nutrition is the treatment variable. In each
plot, the pink dots show the standardized mean difference between the treated and control group without any adjustment.
The blue dots show the standardized mean differences after matching. Note that the top row in each plot–labeled
“distance”–is the propensity score, not store distance. Since we performed a full matching, these standardized mean
differences were computed using weights for each household in accordance with their subclass.

Figure 7: Covariates used in matchings

Household size Number of children Season Region
Income SNAP benefit amount Benefit overlap Race
Hispanic Housing ownership Employment Education
Sex Age Marital status # of missing prices of FV items
Vehicle ownership

E Sensitivity analysis

For the sensitivity analysis we follow the methodology presented in Rosenbaum 25 which can be applied to a vast
number of statistical tests when measuring the effect of a binary treatment (i.e. low versus high access, or high value of
nutrition versus low value of nutrition). A sensitivity analysis asks the question: How much would a hidden confounder
need to impact treatment assignment in order to substantively alter the conclusions of our analysis?

The magnitude of the impact of a hidden confounder on treatment assignment is parametrized by a single parameter Γ,
which bounds the odds ratio of receiving treatment for two individuals with the same observed covariates. That is, if πi
is the probability that household i receives treatment, and xi are the observed covariates, then we enforce

1

Γ
≤ πk/(1− πk)

πl/(1− πl)
≤ Γ for xl = xk (1)

When Γ = 1, the odds ratio is 1 and both households have an equal chance of receiving treatment, meaning that the
hidden confounder does not impact treatment assignment, given the observed covariates. Larger Γ allows for larger
impacts of a hidden confounder on treatment assignment. For every study there is a Γ large enough such that the
believed causal effects of the treatment are rendered insignificant.

For every Γ, there is a best- and worst-case treatment assignment allocation that results in lower and upper bounds
for p-values, point estimates of treatment effects, and confidence intervals for the treatment effect (see Rosenbaum 25
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for more details). A sensitivity analysis typically reports the largest Γ for which the upper p-value remains below the
chosen significance level, which we call the “critical Γ”. A critical Γ of 1.3 implies that it would take an unmeasured
confounder that could alter the odds of receiving treatment in every stratum by at least 30% in order for the treatment
effect to result in a p-value greater than 0.05. Larger critical Γ’s indicate less potential for confounding, since a hidden
confounder would need to have a larger impact in order to materially affect the results of the study. However, the
potential for confounding also depends on whether such a confounder can be reasonably identified. That is, one hopes
that the more covariates that are controlled for in the matching, the harder it is to identify a potential hidden confounder.
These type of results leave the reader with a thought experiment: could there exist a confounder with an impact on
treatment assignment of the specified magnitude?

For the tests with a continuous response (FV spending), we follow the classic methods presented in Rosenbaum 25 , and
for the tests with a binary response (whether or not the household visited a grocery store) we follow the methodology in
Fogarty et al. 51 . The sensitivity analyses are performed in R using the script compositeBinary.R available at http://
www.mit.edu/~cfogarty/#software for the sensitivity analysis with binary responses and sensitivitySimple.R
for the sensitivity analysis of the continuous response.

The critical Γ’s reported in Table 5 are the largest Γ such that the largest possible p-value is below 0.05. Looking at
Table 5, certain results are clearly more robust than others according to the sensitivity analysis. For example, the impact
of access on the population with a low value of nutrition and vehicle has a critical Γ of 1.258, indicating that a hidden
confounder need to systematically alter the odds of living far from a grocery store by 25.8% in order to alter this result.
However, the critical gamma for the impact of access on the population with a low value of nutrition is only 0.023. The
sensitivity analysis is closely related to statistical power. Smaller sample sizes, or smaller effect sizes, will result in
smaller critical Γ’s25. Therefore, the we hypothesize that the small critical Γ of 1.023 is likely due to a small effect size.

Of course, in any observational study the possibility of a hidden confounder can never be ruled out. If a potential hidden
confounder is identified, future studies should consider including such a confounder in the analysis. Because of the
sensitivity of some of the results to hidden confounding, we also estimate the dose-response relationship between store
distance and FV spending to help either confirm or reject the existence of a causal relationship. This is discussed in
Appendix D.2.

F Dose-response relationship between access and FV spending

Identification of a dose-response relationship between store distance and FV spending is beneficial both to further
elucidate the impact of access, as well as provide additional evidence in support of a causal relationship. We look for
evidence of a dose-response relationship in two ways: first, by estimating the dose-response function using general
additive models, proposed in Zhao et al. 52 . This is one method for generalizing propensity scores to continuous
treatments. Second, we estimating the effect of “extreme distances” on FV spending.

F.1 Continuous effect of store distance

We provide a brief overview of the method employed, and refer details to Zhao et al. 52 for more details. Suppose we
have n households and p covariates for each household. Let X be the n× p matrix of covariates, let Y be the response
vector, and let D be the vector of distances to the nearest grocery store (i.e. the households’ treatment level). The
goal is to estimate either the function Y (d,Xi) = E[Y (d)|Xi] (i.e., the outcome as a function of store distance given
covariates) or the average of this function over all X , given as Y (d) := EX [Y (d)]. The fundamental problem is that for
a given household we only observe Y (Di) and not the full function Y (d).

The propensity function is defined as e(d,Xi) = P(Di = d|Xi) which is the probability density function of store
distance for a household given their covariates. We assume that this PDF can be fully parametrized by θ, and the only
dependency of e(d,Xi) on Xi is through θ(Xi). For example, if the propensity functions for each individual follows a
Gaussian distribution with constant variance, e(d,Xi) ∼ N(βTXi, σ

2), so θ(Xi) = βTXi.

To proceed, we make the standard assumption of strong ignorability of treatment assignment, which states that
P(D|X,Y ) = P(D|X). Under this assumption, it can be shown that conditioning on e(d,Xi) has the same nice
properties as conditioning on the propensity score. First, the balancing property: Di ⊥ Xi|e(d,Xi). Second, strong
ignorability of treatment assignment given the propensity function: E[Y (d)|Di, e(d,Xi)] = E[Y (d)|e(d,X)]. In other
words, the potential outcomes are independent of the treatment assignment given the propensity function.

Based on this second property, the function of interest is given by

E[Y (d)] =

∫
E[Y (d)|Di, θ]p(θ)dθ
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Figure 8: Quantile-quantile plots of the t-values for the coefficient on D compared to a normal distribution. On the left,
we show the results when the regressions do not adjust for θ̂ and on the right, we show the results when we adjust for θ̂.

where θ = θ(X) uniquely defines the propensity function. We assume that E[Y (d)|Di, θ] = f(d, θ) for some smooth
function f() and compute the integral above using this function.

In practice, e(d,Xi) is estimated by assuming a given parametric distribution and performing maximum likelihood
estimation to find the parameters. Let θ̂ denote the estimated values of θ. To estimate E[Y (d)|D, θ̂] we assume that
E[Y (d)|D, θ̂] = f(θ̂) + g(θ̂) ∗ D where both f and g are smooth functions. These are typically estimated using
penalized splines. We implement this using R’s mgcv package. Finally, we can estimate E[Y (d)] using the empirical
distribution of θ̂:

E[Y (d)] =
1

n

∑
f(d, θ̂i)

This method was found by Zhao et al. 52 to outperform the standard method for propensity functions (which does not
use general additive models), as well as the methods of generalized propensity score and inverse probability weighting.

First, we check our propensity function estimation. With a binary treatment, we checked our propensity score estimation
by examining whether the underlying covariates in each subclass were balanced. In this case, we perform a similar
check also based on the balancing property of the propensity function. The balancing property states that the treatment
value is independent of the covariates given the propensity function. To check this, Imai and Van Dyk 48 suggests
regressing each covariate on both D and θ̂, and comparing the t-values of the coefficients on D to a standard normal
distribution. Figure 8 shows a Q-Q plot of the t-values of the coefficients for D, both without adjusting for θ̂ (left)
and after adjusting for θ̂ (right). It is clear that the adjustment results in t-values which are much closer to a normal
distribution (although even without adjustment the t-values appear close to normal). This is the expected result if our
propensity function estimation is indeed correct.

Second, we need to be wary of extrapolation using our estimation of E[Y (d)|D, θ̂]. This is rather straightforward to
check—we can simply plot D versus θ̂ and look at the coverage. We should be cautious about extrapolation to areas
where is there is low coverage. This is shown in Figure 9. It appears that for distances under 1 mile, the range of θ̂ is
relatively consistent (ranging from .25 to 1.0), however after 1 mile, the range of θ̂ is limited, indicating possible biases
in extrapolation.
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Figure 9: Plot of actual distances versus θ̂. It appears that for store distances greater than 1 mile, the estimated DRF
may contain bias since the coverage of θ̂ for store distances over 1 mile is limited.

F.2 Extreme distances

To provide additional evidence for the causal effect of distance, we can compare people who live very close to the nearest
grocery store to those who live very far. In the paper, we define the control group as those with store distances greater
than τ and the treatment group as those with store distances less than τ , where τ is the chosen threshold. Now, we
consider τ1 and τ2 such that τ1 < τ < τ2, and define the control group as those with store distances greater than τ2 and
the treatment group as those with store distances under τ1. If we believe that the outcome (FV spending) is decreasing
with distance, then we would expect to see a larger treatment effect when estimated using “extreme” distances.

If we do see such an effect, then in order for hidden biases to explain our initial results as well as these results,
there would need to exist a confounder that is not only correlated with the original binary treatment, but that is also
systematically increasing (or decreasing) with distance and also has an increasing (or decreasing) effect on FV spending
and the probability of visiting the store.

For this analysis we define τ1 to be the first quartile store distance (.3 miles for those with a vehicle and .2 miles for
those without a vehicle), and τ2 to be the third quartile store distance (.8 miles for those with a vehicle and .6 miles for
those without a vehicle). In the paper we see that store distance has the largest estimated effect on households with
either low value of nutrition, no vehicle, or both. Therefore, for this analysis we focus on these subpopulations. Using
extreme distances, we obtain the results shown in Table 6. Since we are being more selective with what constitutes
the control group and treated group, the sample sizes have greatly decreased for this analysis. Thus, we would not
necessarily expect p-values to be smaller. Instead, we focus on the magnitude of the effect estimates. Comparing the
estimated treatment effects using extreme distances to the those estimated using our original definition of high/low
access, we see that extreme distances correspond to larger effects (Table 6). These results are in line with our hypothesis
that distance has an increasing effect on fruit and vegetable spending.

G Post-hoc analyses

G.1 Distance thresholds

In this section we conduct a post-hoc analysis of the chosen distance threshold used to define “low access.” This
analysis considers what would have happened if we had chosen different distance thresholds for defining “low access.”
This exercise will not only tell us what the results of this study would have been if different distance thresholds had
been chosen, but will also inform future studies and intervention design by elucidating the importance of choosing
appropriate distance thresholds.

We focus specifically on the test that was conducted for estimating the impact of access on households with a low
value of nutrition. In the study, “low access” was defined as residing more than 0.5 or 0.4 miles from a large grocery
store, depending on whether the household owns a vehicle. In this post-hoc study, the analysis from the main study
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Figure 10: Post-hoc analysis of various distance thresholds that could have been used to define “low access” and “high
access”.

is replicated for varying choices of the distance threshold. For each threshold, households are classified as either
“low access” or “high access” based on the given threshold. Next, propensity score matching is performed. Finally, a
stratified Wilcoxon test is performed to test for a significant effect of access on FV spending, and the Hodges-Lehman
point estimate is also calculated. These results, for threshold ranging between 0.05-2.0 miles, is shown in Figure 10.

The smallest p-values, and largest effect estimates, occur with thresholds between 0.4 and 0.75 miles. In Figure 10,
the same matching procedure is used for every threshold. These results largely align with the estimated dose-response
function shown in Figure 1, which shows that the impact of distance appears to taper off around 1.0 miles. If a threshold
over 1.0 mile is chosen, it is unlikely that the impact of access can be detected.

G.2 Public Transportation

One potential issue in the study is that the presence of public transportation is not considered. Since the locations of the
households contained in the survey is not known, nor is the presence of public transportation recorded in the dataset,
this covariate could not be systematically controlled for in the analysis. However, the survey does ask each household
about their usual means of transport to their primary food store. This question contains the possible responses: drive
own car, drive someone else’s car, someone else drives me, walk, bus, taxi, ride bicycle, and other.

This can be used, post-hoc, to better understand whether the presence of public transportation could be biasing the
results of the study. Two possible ways this could occur are:

1. Perhaps households with low access and no vehicle who live near public transit should be treated as if they own a
vehicle (i.e., classifying these households as “no vehicle” maybe a misrepresentation).

2. Depending on the efficiency of public transportation, it is possible that some households with seemingly low access
could actually arrive at the grocery store quite quickly by using public transportation.

In order for public transportation to bias the results of the study, households must actually use public transportation to
conduct their food shopping. In the dataset, only 5.3% of urban SNAP households report using a bus, taxi or “other” to
usually conduct their food shopping. Therefore, it is unlikely that public transportation is not significantly biasing the
results of the study.

However, to be sure, a post-hoc analysis is conducted that repeats the study after excluding any households that report
using a bus, taxi, or “other” means of transportation to grocery shop. Table 7 reports some of the results obtained
by excluding households who use public transportation. The impact of access on FV spending appears to be slightly
larger than in the original study, although the results are quite similar. This indicates that public transportation may be
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important to consider in the definition of access, especially in areas where many households use public transportation to
grocery shop. In this study, very few households use public transportation to grocery shop, so its impact is limited.

G.3 Impact of superstores

Because some studies have found a negative impact of supercenters on diet and health, this post-hoc analysis removes
superstores from the definition of a “large grocery store”37,38.

In the original study, access is defined as the household’s minimum distance to a large grocery store, where a “large
grocery” store was defined as a supermarket, medium or large grocery store, or supercenter. This aligns with the typical
definition of access used at the federal level as well as in the literature. A superstore is the closest “large supermarket”
for 32% of the urban, SNAP households in the dataset. Among these households, excluding superstores from the
definition of “store distance” results in a minimum store distances that is typically 0.3 miles longer. Therefore, removing
superstores from the definition of “large grocery store” substantially increases the minimum store distance for almost
1/3 of the households in the dataset, and could therefore significantly alter the results.

If the presence of superstores causes less (or no change in) FV spending, then removing superstores from the definition
of access should increase the observed effect of access. The results—estimated treatment effects and p-values—are
shown in Table 8 for certain subpopulations. These results, surprisingly, are not substantially different than the results
of the main study. With respect to the impact of access, excluding superstores results in a slightly larger effect estimate
among households with low value of nutrition. The estimated effect of value of nutrition on total FV spending as well
as the likelihood of a store visit in a given week are also slightly larger with the exclusion of superstores.

G.4 Measures of value of nutrition

In this post-hoc additional analysis, we look at the specific covariates that were used to estimate value of nutrition, in
order to better understanding which ones are the most impactful. The covariates are listed in Table 3. First, consider
the correlations between each of the covariates, shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that all covariates used in the
construction of value of nutrition are positively correlated, which is unsurprising. Furthermore, Figure 11 shows that the
covariates nutritionfacts and nutritionsearch seem to have the strongest correlation with the other covariates,
which may suggest that these covariates are the best measures of value of nutrition.

However, the strong correlation also may suggest that these two covariates (nutritionfacts and nutritionsearch)
are simply exaggerated or misreported more often than the others. For example, if many households who report the
other three behaviors (those associated with nutritioneduc, myplatefollow, and mypyramidfollow) also tend
to report the behaviors associated with nutritionfacts and nutritionsearch, then we would observe a strong
correlation between nutritionfacts and nutritionsearch and the other three covariates.

Therefore, from the correlation table it is not clear whether nutritionfacts and nutritionsearch are the best
indicators of value of nutrition or are simply the most likely to be misreported. We hypothesize that these two covariates—
nutritionfacts and nutritionsearch— will either have the strongest or weakest effect on FV spending out of all
five covariates.

Table 9 shows the weighted average FV spending among households who report each of the behaviors of the five
covariates. These weighted averages are calculated by using the matched dataset, and associated weights, obtained in the
original study for testing the impact of value of nutrition on all urban SNAP households. The covariates nutritioneduc
and myplatefollow are associated with the largest average FV spending, and the covariates nutritionsearch
and nutritionfacts are associated with the lowest. Furthermore the behaviors associated with the covariates
nutritionsearch and nutritionfacts are the most commonly reported value-related behaviors. Fifty-eight
percent of households with a high value of nutrition report reading nutrition facts “always” or “most of the time”,
and 45% of households with a high value of nutrition report searching for nutrition-related information online. We
hypothesize that these two behaviors are the most commonly over-reported.

We also hypothesize that the behaviors associated with nutritioneduc and myplatefollow are the most unlikely
to be over-reported. Whether or not a household has taken a nutrition education class could, in theory, be verified,
and therefore households may not misreport this behavior as often. Furthermore, it is likely that many households
who do not use MyPlate have not even heard of MyPlate, and would therefore be unlikely to misreport this behavior.
MyPlate replaced MyPyramid in 2011, and therefore many households may be unfamiliar with MyPlate since it is most
commonly taught to children in school. Therefore, the covariates nutritioneduc and myplatefollow appear to be
the best indicators of value of nutrition. These covariates should be included in future nutrition- and food-policy related
studies and used as proxies for value of nutrition.
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Figure 11: Correlation between variables used to construct value of nutrition

G.5 Substitution effects

In this section we explore which food groups, if any, households are likely to spend less money on if they were to
increase their spending on fruits and vegetables. Note that it is possible for households to increase FV spending without
decreasing spending in another food category, by allocating more of their own (non-SNAP) money towards food
purchasing.

In order to address this question, we consider two approaches. First, we look for patterns in food expenditures across
households as the absolute amount of money spent on FVs increases. Second, we consider patterns in the portion of
food expenditures dedicated to different food groups as the portion spent on FVs increases. The food groups that are
considered are: Fruits and Vegetables, Protein, Grains, Beverages, Snacks/sweets, and Dairy.

We find that absolute spending in all food groups is positively correlated. Therefore, households who spend more on
FVs do not generally spend less than other households in any particular food category. This is likely due to the fact
that households with higher incomes are likely to buy more food in general, and also may tend to eat healthier. Thus,
by looking at this correlation it is difficult to predict which items households would move away from if they were to
increase their spending on FVs, without an increase in total food budget.

However, we can normalize spending by total food expenditures, and consider the percentage of total food expenditures
households allocate towards different food groups. Allocation of spending on Beverages has the strongest negative
correlation to allocation of spending on FVs. The correlation with allocation of spending on Proteins and Snacks/sweets
is also strong and negative. Therefore, households that allocate a larger percentage of their food budget to FVs are
more likely to spend less (percentage-wise) on Beverages, Proteins and Snacks/sweets. Allocations to the Dairy and
Grains food groups have the weakest correlation to FV allocation. This suggests that households may move away from
unhealthy foods (Beverages and Snacks/sweets) when they spend more on FVs, or may also move away from other
expensive items (such as Proteins). Spending on staple products such as Dairy and Grains is not largely impacted by
spending on FVs.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for outcomes and covariates

Variable High access † Low access† p-value‡(if < .1) High access Low access
Number of households 575 583

Mean Std dev
Household Income (monthly)∗ 2,157 2,033 2,113 2,173
Closest large store (miles) 0.27 0.916 < 2e−16 0.12 0.54
# Fast food within 1 mile 9.61 5.34 < 2e−16 6.88 4.77
# Non-fast food restaurants within 1 mile 50.3 19.6 < 2e−16 69.1 20.2
Standardized FV spending 4.07 3.83 5.78 6.16
Household SNAP benefit∗ 247 252 190 198
# Meals eaten out per week 1.09 1.00 0.066 1.33 1.31
# Of large store visits 2.65 2.23 0.0006 2.19 1.97
Household size∗ 3.56 3.40 2.00 1.90
Number of children∗ 1.58 1.55 1.61 1.58

Proportion
Visited a large grocery store .866 .860 0.006
Value of nutrition .477 .513
Whether SNAP benefit receipt overlapped
with audit week∗ .231 .222
Season during survey∗

Winter .038 .022
Spring .177 .190
Fall .437 .393
Summer .348 .395

Region∗
Northeast .181 .153
Midwest .198 .189
South .344 .408
West .277 .250

Race (PR§)∗ 2e−4

White .521 .623
Black .243 .240
Asian .162 .089
Other .073 .048

Hispanic (PR)∗ .381 .232 5e−8

Housing ownership∗ 6e−4

Rent .770 .674
Own .198 .266

Employment (PR)∗
Working .306 .305
Looking for work .151 .155
Not working .514 .507

Education (PR)∗
≤ 10th grade .202 .161
11th or 12th grade, no diploma .115 .108
H.S. diploma or G.E.D .299 .330
Some college or associate’s degree .301 .328
Bachelor’s degree .070 .062
Master’s degree .012 .012

Male∗ .193 .209
Age (PR)∗

18 yrs .003 .002
19 yrs .010 .005
20-35 yrs .388 .353
36-59 yrs .471 .489
60-65 yrs .056 .079
66-70 yrs .033 .027
≥ 71 yrs .038 .045

Marital status∗ 0.009
Married .247 .245
Widowed .057 .082
Divorced .176 .232
Separated .097 .108
Never married .423 .333

Any vehicle∗ .668 .707
∗ Indicates a covariates that was used in the propensity-score matching.
† “Low access” indicates a store distance greater than 0.5 or 0.4 miles for households with and without a vehicle, respectively.
Households that are not low access have “high access.”
‡ p-value is for the difference between the Short and Long values.
§ PR = Primary Respondent—the household member who filled out the survey and does the majority of the households’ grocery
shopping.
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Table 2: Estimated effects of access and value of nutrition

Access Value of nutrition
d.1 d.2 d.3 d.4 v.1 v.2 v.3 v.4

Population τ § δ¶ τpv
†† N‡‡ τ § δ¶ τpv

†† N‡‡

1. Overall 0.24 0.08∗∗ < 0 1,149 0.97∗∗∗ 0.03 0.20∗ 1, 153
2. No vehicle 1.25∗∗ 0.15∗∗ < 0 354 0.55 0.05 0.20 347
3. Vehicle 0.24 0.05∗ < 0 785 0.85∗∗ 0.03 0.32∗ 789
4. Low value 0.76∗ 0.09∗∗ 0.02 583 – – – –
5. High value < 0 0.02 < 0 438§§ – – – –
6. Low access† – – – – 1.32∗∗∗ 0.08∗ 0.39∗∗ 574
7. High access† – – – – 0.55 0.0 0.09 565
8. Vehicle, LV‡ 1.76∗∗ 0.12∗∗ < 0 386 – – – –
9. No vehicle, LV‡ 2.3 0.20∗∗ < 0 174 – – – –
10. Vehicle, HV‡ < 0 0.02 < 0 401 – – – –
11. No vehicle, HV‡ < 0 0.13 < 0 108§§ – – – –
12. Vehicle, High access – – – – 0.29 < 0 0.16 366
13. No vehicle, High access – – – – 0.11 .05 < 0 186
14. Vehicle, Low access – – – – 1.36∗∗ 0.09∗ 0.42 407
15. No vehicle, Low access – – – – 1.93∗ 0.07 0.89 145
∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001, exact p-values given in Table 4
† “Low access” is defined as a store distance greater than 0.5 miles with a vehicle, or 0.4 miles without a vehicle.
‡ LV=Low value, HV=High value
§ τ is the estimated Tobit effect of distance on FV spending across all households in the given populations.
¶ δ is the estimated risk difference for a grocery store visit.
†† τpv is the estimated Tobit effect of distance on FV spending per store visit across all households in the given subgroups
who made at least one trip to the grocery store.
‡‡ N shows number of units included in the matching to give a sense for the size of each subpopulation
§§ Indicates nearest neighbor PSM with caliper matching using Mahalanobis distance.

Table 3: Description of covariates used as proxy for value of healthy food.
Variable name Type Descritopn
nutritionsearch Binary Whether a households searched for nutritional information

online in the past two months
nutritioneduc Binary Whether a households participated in a nutrition education

event in the past two months
nutritionfacts Ordinal (1-5) How often household uses Nutrition Facts panel
myplatefollow Binary Whether households tried to follow MyPlate recommen-

dations
mypyramidfollow Binary Whether households tried to follow MyPyramid recom-

mendations
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Table 4: P-values
Access Value of nutrition

Population τ δ τpv τ δ τpv
1. Overall 0.237 0.001 0.496 < 0.001 0.114 0.046
2. No vehicle 0.006 0.002 0.796 0.148 0.182 0.246
3. Vehicle 0.275 0.048 0.833 0.003 0.126 0.017
4. Low value 0.037 0.009 0.402 — — —
5. High value 0.141 0.300 0.766 — — —
6. Low access — — — 0.005 0.007 0.007
7. High access — — — 0.327 0.118 0.219
8. Vehicle, LV 0.004 0.005 0.594 — — —
9. No vehicle, LV 0.062 0.009 0.566 — — —
10. Vehicle, HV 0.675 0.310 0.950 — — —
11. No vehicle, HV 0.886 0.063 0.714 — — —
12. Vehicle, High access — — — 0.268 0.549 0.158
13. No vehicle, High access — — — 0.487 0.231 0.799
14. Vehicle, Low access — — — 0.004 0.024 0.062
15. No vehicle, Low access — — — 0.034 0.196 0.055

Table 5: critical Γ for tests when p-value< .05
Access Value of nutrition

Population τ δ τpv τ δ τpv
1. Overall — 1.310 — 1.213 — 1.005
2. No vehicle 1.218 1.439 — — — —
3. Vehicle — 1.004 — 1.159 — 1.075
4. Low value 1.023 1.177 — — — —
5. High value — — — — — —
6. Low access — — — 1.286 1.171 1.152
7. High access — — — — — —
8. Vehicle, LV 1.258 1.339 — — — —
9. No vehicle, LV — 1.459 — — — —
10. Vehicle, HV — — — — — —
11. No vehicle, HV — — — — — —
12. Vehicle, High access — — — — — —
13. No vehicle, High access — — — — — —
14. Vehicle, Low access — — — 1.224 1.111 —
15. No vehicle, Low access — — — 1.057 — —

Table 6: τ for the effect of distance on FV spending using extreme doses (ED). The last row shows the estimated effect
sizes using the original treatment definitions (RD).

No vehicle Low value
τ (ED) 2.24 1.72
p-value .016 .0005

N 164 279
τ (RD) 1.25 .76

Table 7: Effect estimates and p-values (in parentheses, if less than 0.1) for the effect of access on FV spending, excluding
households who use public transportation

Access Value of nutrition
Population τ δ τpv τ δ τpv
Overall 0.52 (.062) 0.07 (.004) <0 1.26 (< .0001) .04 (.060) 0.28 (.007)
Low value 1.29 (.001) 0.07 (.041) 0.12
Low access 1.23 (.014) 0.08 (.026) 0.35 (.014)
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Table 8: Effect estimates and p-values (in parentheses, if less than 0.1) for the effect of access on FV spending, without
superstores

Access Value of nutrition
Population τ δ τpv τ δ τpv
Overall 0.20 0.06 (.006) 0.0 0.97 (.0004) .03 .20 (.046)
Low value 0.92 (.037) 0.0 (.009) 0.50
Low access 1.68 (.001) 0.10 (.007) 0.38 (.020)

Table 9: Average FV spending for households who report the behaviors associated with each covariate used to measure
value of nutrition.

Variable name Weighted avg FV spending % Among high val. hh’s
nutritionsearch $3.78 45%
nutritioneduc $5.17 13%
nutritionfacts $3.73 58%
myplatefollow $5.20 33%
mypyramidfollow $4.37 16%
Low value of nutrition $2.45 —
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